IT Industry Outlook 2017
The future is now. With increasing frequency, this assertion seems to find its way into commentary addressing the state of technology. Recent advances have made the leap from what is typically characterized as interesting or cool to what can only be described as mind-blowing. Pick your science fiction reference – whether The Jetsons, 2001: A Space Odyssey, or Minority Report, to name a few, and it’s not hard to see what was once considered futuristic technology all around us. CompTIA’s scan of the technology landscape points to another year of innovation, growth, and of course, a few surprises.

A notable milestone was recently attained. For the first time ever, the five most valuable companies in the world were all technology companies. While stock market valuations should be taken with a grain of salt, it did mean technology supplanted the behemoths of the energy, finance, healthcare, and manufacturing sectors.

By just about every measure, technology continues to shape the world around us in evermore interesting and sometimes unsettling ways. With the groundwork of cloud, mobility, data and connectivity laid, the year ahead will see evolutionary advances on many fronts. Digital business transformation remains a driving force for small and large enterprises alike. Those playing catch-up will face growing and potentially new forms of competitive pressures, while those on the right path will have the opportunity to explore advances in areas such as virtual reality, artificial intelligence, advanced analytics, the internet of things, and inevitably, a few unexpected breakthroughs.

Complementing the innovation pipeline is a sense of optimism heading into 2017. CompTIA’s Q1 IT Industry Business Confidence reached a new high, signaling an economy on solid footing and a positive outlook among IT industry executives.

CompTIA projects global IT industry growth of 4.1 percent in 2017. If this growth materializes, it will push the $3.4 trillion global IT industry past the $3.5 trillion mark1 by year’s end
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TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

The Tools of the Cloud Era Emerge
CompTIA has described the evolution of IT in three stages: the mainframe era, the PC/Internet era, and the cloud/mobile era. There are many factors that define distinct eras, but the end result is a new foundational platform that supports new tools and techniques. Moving forward, new elements built from a cloud mindset will play larger roles. Software-defined components will lead to hyperconverged infrastructure. Blockchain will redefine database architecture. Artificial intelligence will provide a new layer for technology interaction. These changes, as with cloud, are primarily focused on the backend and will see initial adoption at the enterprise level before moving downstream into the SMB space. For all companies, though, the technology stack is growing, and there will be additional work in figuring out how to integrate the necessary pieces of a digital strategy.

Security Gets Worse Before It Gets Better
The DDoS attack on DNS provider Dyn placed security back in the spotlight thanks to the nature of the target and the use of connected security cameras as botnet attackers. However, another theme emerged from the aftermath of that attack: massive security incidents are not yet driving companies to revolutionize their security approach. The headline-making breaches of the past three years have not put companies out of business, and research studies show that most firms are not fully prepared for a cyberattack. Unfortunately, the event that creates a tipping point will need to have greater consequences before there is a broad shift in transforming security technology, processes, and education. Perhaps that event will come in the fallout from Russia's alleged intrusion into the U.S. political process. Until the tipping point comes, though, mega-breaches will still make headlines as businesses play catchup on recent technology moves and try to stay ahead of the adoption curve.

Data Teams Bridge the Gap Between IT and Business
In A Functional IT Framework, CompTIA found four primary domains that form the overall IT function: Infrastructure, Development, Security, and Data. Of these, data is currently the least likely to be handled by a standalone team. But that may change soon. As the demands on data grow (in both quantity and complexity), database administrators will move out of the Development function, where many currently sit, and will join with other data specialists to harness the power of organizational data. These data teams will focus on aggregation, analysis, and visualization, and they will be the most likely to interact directly with business units, perhaps operating in a matrix style in order to most effectively connect the dots.

IoT Transforms Physical Environments and Social Conventions
Beyond the buzz and the backlash, the Internet of Things is primed to be a massive disruptor. As physical objects gain intelligence and connectivity, new opportunities will rise across all industries. The transition will take time, though. The pace of technology has accelerated, but the complexity of IoT and the regulations and protocols required for integration will drive a long adoption cycle. The breadth of potential applications has allowed many companies to get their feet wet in this space, and the lessons learned from cloud initiatives will help businesses consider security implications and hidden costs as they continue discovering the benefits of connected systems. Beyond individual business applications, one of the prime drivers for IoT will change everyday life. Smart City initiatives will bring about societal change as they also pave the way for large-scale technology efforts.

Counterpoint: Don’t Forget About the Basics
While the predominant tech trends feature cutting-edge concepts, these concepts require a strong technical foundation. There is growing evidence that many companies have work to do in order to establish this foundation: network upgrades are often a part of cloud migrations, the demand for PC support is rising even as companies pursue mobility solutions, and data management practices are being refined prior to applying advanced analytics. The situation involves both equipment and skill. Cloud and mobility have changed the picture for on-prem equipment, but in most cases have not completely eliminated options. Similarly, the demands for routine skills may be dropping, but the demands for support still exist as employees are asked to do more with technology. The models for providing the basics are changing, but one way or another many firms need to address lower-level issues before building higher-level functionality.
CHANNEL TRENDS

New Faces in the Channel Test Traditional Go-to-Market Approaches

No longer dominated by resellers of products, much of today’s channel is shifting to a services focus and specializing across vertical industries and/or solutions niches. In the year ahead, more channel firms will be developing their own intellectual property too, whether that is a piece of custom code or a business process they replicate across customers. And the players will keep changing: digital agencies, marketing firms, accountants and other non-traditional partners are selling or recommending IT solutions, a development that has upended the traditional competitive landscape. The SaaS ecosystem alone is reinventing what it means to be “in the channel,” with a new take on vendor relationships, selling strategies and compensation demands. And consider Amazon’s recent decision to enter the managed services market serving enterprise AWS customers. From a competitive standpoint, this move could be the catalyst that prompts today’s MSPs to retool their businesses beyond the basics to more advanced services offerings. That would be a wise move, because Amazon some day in the future may well expand into the SMB market with an attractively priced set of those basic services. Competing on price with this giant would be a fool’s errand.

Mandate Coming to Retool Partner Programs

Channel firms are becoming more finicky when it comes to partner program tastes. What they once valued as essential from a vendor benefit standpoint is less relevant in today’s services-based market. Especially among partners heavily invested in consulting work and services, traditional incentives such as sales spiffs, upfront discounts and backend rebates are not what endears them to any one vendor over another. Indeed, while vendor-provided margin once accounted for a majority of their revenue, channel companies today credit their own sales and marketing activities for driving the bulk of sales. What does this mean for vendors? Time to revamp partner programs.

An Aging Channel Community Hastens Need to Find New Blood

With nonstop news stories about the rise of the Millennials, you would think that the channel, like other industries, would be teeming with young blood and next-generation entrepreneurs. It is not — at least not yet. One look around a channel conference is all the proof you need of that. But with an estimated 40% of the channel universe expected to retire over the next 10 years, the industry needs to look at ways to shepherd younger people in to fill the void. Consolidation and a smaller channel may be inevitabilities in the “as-a-service” world, but that need not discourage new entrants. In fact, many of today’s “born in the cloud” channel firms have been launched by members of younger generations. It’s incumbent upon the aging veterans to help ensure that continues.

Opportunity Spikes in Cloud Management Arena

Despite all the talk of consolidation, the number of vendor-based cloud companies is proliferating today. Telecom providers, thousands of SaaS ISVs, and public cloud behemoths such as Amazon Web Services, among others, count among the ranks. For the channel, this voluminous market is expanding opportunity for vendor management. While seemingly obvious, a vendor manager acts as liaison between end customers and cloud-based vendors/service providers. The indirect channel is accustomed to this role, but today the task holds new meaning as customers navigate potential travails of the cloud world. Case in point: many SMB clients provision cloud solutions on their own. But when things go wrong with a specific SaaS application or uptime performance is spotty, for example, these self-procured cloud solutions can be a headache. And many SMBS have no idea whom to call, nor, frankly, the time or patience for finding out. That’s where the channel, and in particular MSPs, are finding ways to provide value, solving a crisis for clients and managing vendor relationships. It’s one way channel firms can cement relevancy in the era of cloud.

Counterpoint: Amidst a Time of Tremendous Change, Reasons to Maintain Optimism

Despite the challenges of emerging business models and technologies, new competitors, and an aging base, the channel as we know it should not despair about the future. And as it turns out, most are not. Almost two thirds of channel firms across all business model types report feeling generally optimistic about the channel’s prospects for next few years. Some are confident that their close relationship to the SMB customers they serve will gird them against any direct sales threat coming from vendors and cloud providers. Others are confident that the complexity and number of technology choices in today’s market will also protect their status as indispensable consultants and advisors. And some are citing a bounce in customer demand for managed services as another factor providing comfort to many traditional channel players. The channel is changing, but there remains a place — especially in the SMB space — for solution providers to continue to sell on premises equipment/software and operate conventionally.
WORKFORCE TRENDS

Workers Push the Boundaries of ‘Bring Your Own Collaboration’

Workforce dynamics continue to evolve. Many factors play a role: basic demographic shifts, the growth of telecommuting and remote work arrangements, and more team-oriented organizational hierarchies. At every stage, technology has been both a driver and facilitator of these workplace changes. Of late, an ever-increasing array of new collaboration and communication tools has further changed the equation. Mirroring the BYOD trend, organizations have not always embraced these new tools at the same rate as their employees’ desire to use them. Workers eager to move beyond legacy corporate email systems, intranets, or project management applications can often be up and running on cloud- or mobile-based alternatives with little more than a simple registration. As with any “shadow IT” scenario, however, organizations must balance the potential benefits of greater worker productivity and job satisfaction with security and corporate IP risks.

The Blended Workforce Takes on New Meaning

The blended workforce – the mechanism of using temporary or contract workers alongside permanent full-time employees – has been a mainstay in the world of work for years. Historically, these arrangements have been driven by the desire for flexibility, or the need to meet short-term project demands or tap specific expertise. But today, new elements are poised to reshape the concept of the blended workforce. “Match-making” platforms such as Upwork are already well established, but the rise of niche sites such as Upcounsel, suggest employers and freelancers will have an ever-expanding set of options and tools for connecting. Beyond the blending of different types of workers, blending may increasingly involve the use of artificial intelligence, bots, virtual assistants, and other types of knowledge-based systems. Experimentation is well underway in incorporating these tools into workflows.

Debate Intensifies Over Technology’s Impact on Employment

The debate over the impact of technology on employment has ebbed and flowed for more than 200 years. In the 1930s, one of the giants of economics, John Maynard Keynes, introduced the term “technological unemployment” to convey the concept of jobs displaced by electrification, farm mechanization, mass transportation, refrigeration and more. Looking back, most find it amusing to think about the concerns of horse manure collectors displaced by the automobile. While technology routinely destroys jobs – often those with dirty, dangerous, or dull characteristics – the historical record is one of job creation offsetting the losses. Is the situation the same today? The consultancy McKinsey & Company calculates 60 percent of all current occupations have duties that could potentially be automated to some degree. This, of course, is not necessarily a bad thing. Consider the countless hours wasted by a typical worker trying to find needed information, fill out the right form, or complete a repetitive task. While early-stage examples of automation – from vehicles and grocery stores to journalism and medicine, provide a glimpse of a future where technology mostly complements and multiplies human effort, there are still many unknowns. The year ahead will see new questions and new entrants into the debate, but it will be some time before these issues come into focus.

Skills Gap Grows in Scope and Nuance, Forcing Organizations to Rethink Workforce Strategies

Characterized as the variance between what employers expect and need from their workers and what the labor force is able to deliver, skills gap is a seemingly straightforward concept. Below the surface, however, there are many nuances to the story. Given the breadth and pace of innovation, all signs point to a widening skills gap in many areas and for more types of workers. CompTIA workforce research consistently reports concerns among employers in finding candidates with the right combination of technical and soft skills. This is not a one-sided problem, though. The data shows many employers lag in hiring or professional development best practices. Only 1 in 4 IT professionals believe their employer utilizes their talent to the fullest extent. For 2017, expect a renewed effort to explore ideas such as always-on learning, immersive learning, apprenticeships and means to expand the pipeline of non-degree credentials, talent management systems and more.
DIGITAL ORGANIZATIONS FOR A DIGITAL ECONOMY

Digital transformation is driving the dynamics of the IT industry. Companies are starting to grasp the disruptive nature of this new era in enterprise technology, and they are using the tools of the cloud era to redefine their organization and expand their IT capabilities.

In the past, technology served more of a supporting function, especially at the SMB level. IT equipment and operations served the needs of business units, which in turn drove business results. As such, IT took on qualities of a cost center, where the notion of support was a fixed quantity and providing that support at lower costs was a common goal.

Over time, businesses have moved to a much more strategic view. The correct application of technology can enhance productivity, provide insights, or create new revenue opportunities. IT now has to take an approach that considers broad business demands, especially as various business units are able to drive their own technology initiatives.

Businesses today are starting to recognize the critical role that technology plays in advancing corporate objectives. Nearly every goal — from identifying new customers to hiring a skilled workforce to exploring new products — now requires technology to move forward at a modern pace. Companies may have originally viewed transformation as an avenue for growth, but it is becoming a requirement for survival.

Furthermore, this recognition is happening across all industries, including industries that have traditionally not been aggressive adopters of technology. The creation of new products relies more on digital techniques (especially as those products are intelligent and connected), and customer experiences in digital spaces are now crucial for maintaining relationships. Regardless of the work a company is doing, no one can afford to ignore the trajectory of technology.

CONFIDENCE EXECUTIVES HAVE IN APPLYING TECH TO BUSINESS GOALS

However, there is a big difference between knowing that strategic IT is needed and being able to implement it. Very few companies are “extremely confident” in their ability to apply modern technology to their business goals, with the smallest firms trailing medium-size and larger corporations in their internal assessments.

Becoming a digital organization certainly involves a wide range of skills. Foundational layers like networking, security, and application development lead to more advanced tactics such as cloud architecture, risk analysis, and mobile optimization. And that’s just the IT department—business units are quickly increasing their digital literacy as they own larger pieces of the puzzle.

Beyond tech skills, though, becoming a digital organization requires new processes. One of the main examples is related to business units becoming more independent: most companies are figuring out that pure rogue IT is unsustainable, and that is driving a need for new partnership models between the lines of business and the IT function. Roles and responsibilities need to be sorted out, and each side must learn the language of the other side.

With the right partnership model in place, other processes can be built. How can business units choose digital tools to suit their needs? How does the workforce get education on technology so that they can maximize productivity? How is everything done in a secure manner? Many questions exist for businesses entering the new economy, and those that successfully navigate the transformation process will reap the rewards.

Views on Technology Reflect Strategic Importance

43% Technology enables our business process
39% Technology is driving business outcomes
36% Technology plays a critical role in strategy
34% Technology is redefining our business
THE $3.4 TRILLION INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) INDUSTRY

The global IT industry surpassed $3.4 trillion in 2016, according to the research consultancy IDC. If growth expectations materialize, the industry will push past the $3.5 trillion mark in the year ahead (Source: IDC).

The vast majority of IT spending stems from purchases made by business or enterprises, with a small portion coming from household spending. With the increasing blurring of work and personal life, especially in the small business space, along with the BYOD phenomenon, it is difficult to classify certain types of technology purchases as being solely business or solely consumer.

The U.S. market represents 28 percent of the worldwide total, or slightly over $1 trillion. The next largest market is the Asia-Pacific region, which encompasses Japan, China, Australia, India, and surrounding countries. The share of the Asia-Pacific region has increasingly accounted for a larger share of the global IT pie. This has mostly come at the expense of a Western Europe market growing at a slower rate and thereby reducing its proportional share over time.

Regional Distribution of IT Spending

Breaking the IT market down into its core IT components, the hardware, software and services categories account for 59 percent of the global total. The fourth element, telecom services, accounts for the remaining 41 percent.

The allocation of spending tends to vary from country to country. Some markets may be relatively immature in the traditional categories of computers and software, and yet relatively advanced in the areas of mobility and wireless communication.

GLOBAL IT INDUSTRY COMPOSITION

IT Service
- Planning & strategy
- Implementation
- Support
- Operations management
- Training

IT Hardware
- Personal computers
- Servers
- Storage
- Smartphones
- Tablets
- Network equipment
- Printers & peripherals

Software
- Applications
- System infrastructure

Telecommunications
- Fixed voice
- Fixed data
- Wireless voice
- Wireless data

The U.S. market features a large installed base of hardware, software and services. Not that telecom services are unimportant in the United States, but rather the spending on the aforementioned categories is much higher relative to the global benchmark. In the U.S. market, IT services and software capture larger shares compared to the global market: 25 percent vs. 19 percent and 21 percent vs. 13 percent, respectively.

When analyzing the IT market, it is worth noting that other sectors are steadily incorporating more information technology elements into their products and services, blurring the lines between the IT sector and other industries. In some sectors, the use of technology has become so prevalent that terms such as FinTech, EdTech, AdTech and FarmTech have emerged.

Profiling the IT Sector by Firm Size

Similar to most sectors, the U.S. IT industry follows a classic pyramid shape, with a large base of small firms. In total, there are nearly 384,000 IT business establishments with payroll; plus a large number of self-employed firms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm Size</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large firms</td>
<td>1,107</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium firms</td>
<td>7,363</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small firms</td>
<td>57,671</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro firms</td>
<td>317,527</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further Reading
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2017 GROWTH FORECAST LOOKS PROMISING

After several quarters of sluggishness, CompTIA’s IT Industry Business Confidence Index sprang to life with a jump of 6.5 points heading into 2017. All three components of the Index experienced gains, propelling the BCI to a record high. Executives from large vendors to small solution providers shared similar levels of positive sentiment, reflecting an industry on solid footing.

Corroborating this optimism, the Conference Board’s Consumer Confidence Index reached its highest level in 15 years. Relatedly, the Institute for Supply Management reported its Manufacturing Index ended the year on a strong note, revisiting a level not seen in more than two years.

On the macroeconomic front, the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis reported a notable uptick in U.S. GDP growth: a 3.5 percent annualized growth rate during the third quarter. This closely parallels the growth projection from the IMF. The organization forecasts global economic growth of 3.4 percent in 2017.

COMPtIA IT INDUSTRY BUSINESS CONFiDENCE INDEX HiTS NEW HIGH

A note of caution, the Q1 reading of many indices, including the CompTIA IT Industry Business Confidence Index, have historically been positive, which then sometimes diminishes as the year progresses. This may stem from the optimism many companies experience with the start of a new year – the clean-slate mentality.

Moreover, in an interconnected global economy, what may appear to be a minor blip in one country can quickly cause problems for trading partners elsewhere. With the ever-present challenges of commoditization, currency fluctuations, demanding customers, and new competitive pressures, IT industry growth is never a given.

GLOBAL IT INDUSTRY GROWTH FORECAST

Following the pattern seen over much of the last decade, IT industry growth is projected to outperform overall economic growth in the year ahead. CompTIA projects a global IT industry growth rate of 4.1 percent, with upside potential of 6.2 percent and a downside floor of 1.9 percent. Despite the optimism voiced in the CompTIA BCI, these figures are slightly lower than the projections from a year ago.

Growth expectations for the U.S. market are in line with the global projection. As the largest market in the world for IT products and services, U.S. forecasts and global forecasts will always be inextricably linked. IT industry executives in Canada and UK expect growth to come in at 3.9 and 4.2 percent, respectively.

CompTIA uses a consensus forecasting approach. This “wisdom of the crowds” model attempts to balance the opinions of large IT firms with small IT firms, as well as optimistic opinions with pessimistic opinions. The results attempt a best-fit forecast that reflects industry sentiment.

Forecasts from Around the Industry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consultant</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gartner</td>
<td>2.9% worldwide forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDC</td>
<td>2.6% worldwide forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrester</td>
<td>5.1% U.S. forecast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: research consultancies tend to update their forecasts periodically to reflect new information, so these figures should not be viewed as static. Additionally, differences in forecasting methodologies, such as using current or constant dollars, should be taken into account.
DIGGING INTO THE 2017 FORECAST

Top-level industry forecasts set the stage for an examination of the underlying factors contributing to growth. At a category level, IT industry executives are most bullish on IT services. A trend that began many years ago, the everything-as-a-service phenomena has maintained its momentum. While certain facets of technology are becoming easier to manage, the overall complexity of managing technology ecosystems often exceeds the capabilities of many customer segments, especially small businesses. With traditional managed services providers embracing new opportunities in areas such as managed security, data, and IoT, hitting the upside of the forecast is not unrealistic.

Straddling the hardware, software, IT services, and telecom categories is cloud computing. Expectations are high for another year of robust growth for cloud applications and cloud infrastructure. This sentiment is corroborated by other CompTIA research of end users and channel partners. Customer demand for IaaS and SaaS cloud components will accelerate as they pursue digital business strategies.

Another category well positioned for upside potential is the umbrella category of security. This category is no longer narrowly defined in the traditional sense of firewalls or antivirus, but rather, a broad suite of tools and safeguards designed to combat the ever-expanding universe of security threats. Similar to cloud, expectations are already high for security so it is notable that 43 percent of IT industry executives believe there is the potential for the security category to outperform in the year ahead.

Relatedly, the broad category of software can be difficult to assess. Because software is now woven into the fabric of every device, system, or service, it can be challenging to identify where the software category ends and other categories begin. There will undoubtedly be software gazelles that generate growth rates well into double digits. However, there are also offsetting factors. Customers increasingly have a range of options to meet their software needs, including open-source solutions, lower-cost alternatives to traditional enterprise applications, freemium solutions, and building block-like API components that allow users to stitch together their own custom solutions.

For hardware, industry executives expect another year of status quo growth. Because PCs and mobile devices account for about half of the revenue generated in the hardware category, any softness in these segments will limit growth upside. As a reminder, this is a revenue forecast, so even if the number of units sold increases, if prices fall at a faster rate, revenue will be negatively affected.

According to IT industry executives, the factors most likely to contribute to reaching the upside of the forecasts include reaching new customer segments, a pick-up in business from existing customers, and successfully launching and selling new product lines.

Additionally, consultative sales and new approaches to customer engagement will be key. With a number of emerging product categories transitioning from the early adopter phase to a more mainstream adopter phase, tech companies must be acutely aware of the critical need to align technology solutions with business objectives. CompTIA’s research into the small and medium-size business market reveals a range of perceived shortcomings in the return on investment of technology expenditures. Somewhat paradoxically, 4 in 10 SMBs indicate they believe their level of spending on technology is too low. The takeaway: there is work to be done to bridge the disconnects between technology providers and users.

Expected 2017 Impact of Emerging Technologies on Bottom Line of IT Companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21%</td>
<td>Significant impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>Modest impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21%</td>
<td>Minor impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18%</td>
<td>No impact or don’t know</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEFINING THE TECH WORKFORCE

Analysis of the tech workforce begins with an important distinction. As depicted in the Venn diagram below, there are two components to the tech workforce.

All workers employed by technology companies represent tech industry employment. In 2016, an estimated 5.98 million workers were in this category. This includes technical positions, such as software developers or network administrators, as well as non-technical positions, such as sales, marketing, and HR. Note: CompTIA includes workers employed by companies with payroll, also known as employer firms, and self-employed or sole proprietor workers.

Within the tech industry employment category, IT and software services is the larger employer, accounting for 2.6 million jobs. Telecommunications is the second largest employer at 1.6 million, with tech manufacturing holding the third slot at 1.1 million jobs.

COMPONENTS OF THE TECH WORKFORCE

The other component of the tech workforce consists of the technology professionals working outside of the tech industry. While the tech industry is the largest sector employer of technology professionals, with 44 percent of its workforce meeting this criteria, the majority of technology professionals work in other industry sectors, such as healthcare, finance, media, or government. California leads the nation in the number of IT workers, followed by Texas, New York, Florida, and Virginia. The top 10 states account for 56 percent of IT workers employed in the United States.

At the time of publication, final 2016 data was not yet available from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Based on available data, it appears about 130,000 new tech-occupation jobs were created during the year, yielding a year-over-year growth rate of 2.5 percent. This was slightly lower than the 2015 growth rate of 3.1 percent. Looking ahead to 2017, preliminary estimates suggest a growth rate on par with 2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tech Occupation Categories</th>
<th>2016 Jobs</th>
<th>YoY % Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Developers, Applications</td>
<td>850,246</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer User Support Specialists</td>
<td>702,037</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Systems Analysts</td>
<td>666,901</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developers, Systems Software</td>
<td>437,816</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network and Computer Systems Administrators</td>
<td>402,830</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer and Information Systems Managers</td>
<td>390,298</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Programmers</td>
<td>373,820</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Developers</td>
<td>278,776</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Occupations, All Other</td>
<td>274,516</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Network Support Specialists</td>
<td>217,897</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer, ATM, and Office Machine Repairers</td>
<td>176,821</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Network Architects</td>
<td>157,692</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Administrators</td>
<td>121,338</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Security Analysts</td>
<td>93,690</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Hardware Engineers</td>
<td>80,129</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer and Information Research Scientists</td>
<td>27,976</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL 5,252,783 2.5%**

Source: BLS | EMSI | CompTIA
Note: includes employer + non-employer workers
APPLY HERE: DEMAND FOR TECH TALENT CONTINUES TO EXCEEDS SUPPLY

Forty-one percent of U.S. IT firms report having job openings and actively recruiting candidates. Among hiring employers, more than half indicate it’s due to expansion, while a similar percentage indicate the need for new skills in areas such as software development, IoT, or data is driving the hiring at their firm. Thirty-eight percent do acknowledge the hires are replacements for workers that voluntarily or involuntarily left the company. Not surprisingly, during a strengthening economy, workers feel better about leaving their existing employer to pursue new opportunities.

Seventeen percent believe hiring will be significantly more challenging in 2017, while 30 percent expect it will be moderately more challenging. The remaining group expect the hiring landscape to be similar or slightly better than 2016.

Top 5 Factors Contributing to a More Challenging Hiring Landscape in 2017

1. Finding workers with expertise in emerging tech fields
2. Competing with other tech firms for talent
3. Finding workers with the right soft skills
4. Rising salary expectations
5. Insufficient pool of talent in region / locale

Over the past three years, median wages for U.S. IT occupations have increased an average of 2.1 – 2.3 percent annually. Factors such as location and employer size can greatly impact wages, so this data should be viewed as top level guidance only. The data suggests the most experienced and skilled IT workers – those in the 90th and 75th percentiles, realized the largest gains in compensation over the past three years.

Job posting data is a useful, but imperfect proxy for job demand. Not every posting translates to a new job; hiring firms may change their plans, post multiple times for the same job, hire internally, try different approaches to find the right candidate and so forth. Also, one ad may be posted for multiple openings. Burning Glass Technologies Labor Insights addresses many of these issues, but not all. CompTIA recommends using job posting data in conjunction with BLS data to get a more complete picture of labor dynamics for a given occupation category.

While job postings are down from their high point of 2015, the data indicates the number of employers actively recruiting for tech talent remains in a healthy range.

Emerging Job Titles to Watch for in 2017

- Chief data officer (CDO)
- Chief marketing technologist (CMT)
- Data architect
- AI / machine learning architect
- Container developer
- Cloud services engineer
- Platform consultant (e.g. Salesforce consultant)
- Dataviz/Data visualizers
- IoT architect
- Information assurance analyst / security auditors
- Risk management specialist
- UX designer
- AR / VR engineer
- Computer security incident responder
- Agile project manager

Note: this is not meant to be a comprehensive list, nor is it based on the actual number of job openings. The list provides examples in various categories for illustrative purposes.
DEFINING AND SIZING THE IT CHANNEL

Every industry sector has a mechanism to get products and services to their customers’ hands. While some producers or manufacturers of goods sell direct to customers, most rely on intermediaries, or indirect channels, that can more efficiently or effectively deliver products and services to customers. Automotive manufacturers rely on dealerships, pharmaceutical companies on drugstores, insurance firms on agents, and so on.

In the technology sector, this mechanism is referred to as the IT channel. The creators of a product – typically a technology vendor or OEM – may find it advantageous to work with intermediaries, such as a distributor or value added reseller (VAR), to get its products to market.

Among those outside the IT industry, it is not uncommon to wonder why vendors do not simply sell directly to customers. In some cases, vendors do sell directly to customers. A small software vendor may sell direct to customers via the software-as-a-service model. Or, a hardware vendor may sell a large order of servers for a datacenter directly to an enterprise level customer. In many cases, though, vendors see value in working through their channel partners. Estimates suggest upwards of two-thirds of core IT products, representing an estimated $200 billion-plus, flow through or are influenced by indirect sales channel.

The key reasons for the channel model include:

Implementation / Integration – many IT products require set-up, integration, testing and in some cases, custom development. Even for sophisticated customers, this can be a challenging endeavor. By relying on channel partners, such as solution providers, for implementation, vendors can focus on innovation and design. This is especially critical for small customers, such as a small law firm, that need IT expertise, but do not have the scale to be able to work with a large IT vendor.

Support / Management – customers expect a lot from their IT investments. They demand maximum uptime, ease of use and security safeguards. Even with advances in remote monitoring and support, a technical problem may require a visit to a customer’s office. The large number of solution providers and MSPs spread across the country are well equipped to meet customers’ need for local service.

Specialization – IT has entered the era of specialization. The needs of one customer segment are often quite different from another segment (think healthcare technology vs. manufacturing technology vs. retail technology). Because vendors cannot be experts in every sector, solution providers fill this gap. Channel partners are often well-positioned to develop deep expertise of a sector’s operations, regulations and challenges, resulting in technology solutions optimized to meet customers’ needs.

Sizing the ‘Traditional’ IT Channel

Size estimates of the U.S. IT channel vary. This could be a function of definition, methodology or limitations in the ways technology companies are classified.

Using the U.S. Commerce Department’s North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), there are three primary categories associated with the IT channel. The sum of these categories, as outlined in the chart below, equates to 133,114 establishments with employees. This can be viewed as one interpretation of the size of the U.S. channel by the count of establishments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large Channel Firms</td>
<td>[500+ employees]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>Medium Channel Firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,493</td>
<td>(100-499 employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,783</td>
<td>Small Channel Firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120,959</td>
<td>(10-99 employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137,421</td>
<td>Micro Channel Firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137,421</td>
<td>(1-9 employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137,421</td>
<td>Est. Total for 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YoY growth estimate: 3.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ 203,380 self-employed, sole proprietors working in a capacity that could be related to the IT channel.

+ N number of firms with a NAICS classification that makes it difficult to assign directly to the IT channel. A percentage of these firms are likely involved in reselling or influencing IT products or services sales (e.g. custom software development, distributors, consulting firms)
A CHANNEL ON THE MOVE

The channel is at an inflection point. New business models and alternative routes to market for technology are proliferating. And a growing number of non-IT line-of-business buyers are flexing their spending muscle and forcing the channel to rethink sales and marketing messaging and shift how they do business – and in many cases, with whom.

And let’s not stop there. Last year ushered in the rise of non-traditional partner types such as digital marketing agencies and an army of SaaS-based resellers. These companies are establishing their own beachhead in the channel and quickly expanding the competitive landscape. Their numbers remain elusive at present, but consider alone that more than 100,000 SaaS partners attended Salesforce’s Dreamforce conference in 2016 and you get the picture.

What can you expect to see as the channel evolves? The balance of power between vendors, solution providers, distributors and end customers will shuffle and flow. New cloud vendors with no channel presence at launch will recognize the need for indirect partners as they mature. The types of partner programs, benefits and incentives those companies design will differ significantly from legacy vendor programs. And finally, we will continue to see IT and business consulting take a lead role in channel firms value proposition and revenue stream.

It’s a lot to mull over. But in the face of it all, the channel has remained mainly upbeat, though not naïve, about the future. Case in point: 63 percent of folks say they are generally optimistic about the channel’s prospects in the next two years. But other data from the very same CompTIA 6th Annual State of the Channel research expose a clear undercurrent of uncertainty and wariness percolating from within the ranks. Much of this sentiment stems from cloud computing and its impact, which is seen as both a grand opportunity by some and a reason for pause by others. In 2014, 63% of respondents believed cloud had had an extremely positive effect on the channel. That assessment dropped to 37% of channel firms in 2016.

CLOUD ELICITS MIXED VIEWS FROM CHANNEL

At face value, such a decrease could be construed as the channel pulling a 180 on cloud. But it’s more nuanced than that. Growing pains are a more likely reason for the decline in optimism. As the channel has gained experience working with cloud over the past several years, they have begun seeing cloud’s problem areas and their own weak spots. This may be leading them to revisit expectations around ROI, cost and business model. This is essentially a “refinement” process, analogous in some ways to what Gartner refers to as technologies that enter the period of "disillusionment" before advancing to the "slopes of enlightenment."

What’s important is that despite these refinement activities, the channel is embracing cloud, as is evidenced in the rate of cloud-related growth and profit they are seeing compared with that of their traditional hardware and/or software portfolios. That promises to continue.

**2017 Managed Services Growth Expectations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Growth Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accelerating growth</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable growth</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat or declining</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on survey of U.S. IT Industry executives

Things Channel Firms Say Need to Happen to Help Ensure a More Optimistic Business Future

1. Availability of skilled IT workers
2. More training (business and technical)
3. More widely available/valuable certifications
4. Younger people embracing the channel as a career
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

CompTIA’s IT Industry Outlook 2017 provides an overview of the trends shaping the information technology (IT) industry and workforce. Portions of the insights found in the report stem from an online quantitative survey of IT industry executives. The survey was fielded during December 2016 – January 2017 and generated a total of 530 responses, distributed as follows: United States n=310, Canada n=98, and the United Kingdom n=122.

The margin of sampling error proxy at 95% confidence is +/- 4.3 percentage points. Sampling error is larger for subgroups of the data. As with any survey, sampling error is only one source of possible error. While non-sampling error cannot be accurately calculated, precautionary steps were taken in all phases of the survey design, collection and processing of the data to minimize its influence.

Forecast methodology note: CompTIA’s industry growth projections are depicted as current dollar forecasts. They do not factor in the effects of inflation or currency movements, which can impact the relative value of goods sold from year to year. As a forecast of revenue, other distortions may occur as well. For example, scenarios where unit sales of a product may increase significantly, but the average selling price falls, could result in flat revenue growth even though market share is expanding.

CompTIA is responsible for all content and analysis. Any questions regarding the study should be directed to CompTIA Research and Market Intelligence staff at research@comptia.org.

CompTIA is a member of the Market Research Association (MRA) and adheres to the MRA’s Code of Market Research Ethics and Standards.

ABOUT COMPTIA

The Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA) is a non-profit trade association serving as the voice of the information technology industry.

With approximately 2,000 member companies, 3,000 academic and training partners, 80,000 registered users and more than two million IT certifications issued, CompTIA is dedicated to advancing industry growth through educational programs, market research, networking events, professional certifications and public policy advocacy.

USEFUL RESOURCES

RESEARCH

CompTIA publishes 20+ studies per year, adding to an archive of more than 100 research reports, briefs, case studies, ecosystems, and more. Deeper dives into many of the topics found in this report are available in the research library.

CompTIA Research Library

EDUCATION & TRAINING

CompTIA has an extensive catalog of Quick Start Sessions, Executive Certificate Programs, Playbook Workshops, and Vendor & Distributor Education. Trends and market forecasts are incorporated into much of the training content.

CompTIA Training Catalog

COMMUNITIES

CompTIA member communities are forums for sharing best practices, collaborative problem solving, and mentoring. Discussions frequently revolve around the types of trends covered in this report.

CompTIA Communities
### CompTIA’s IT Industry Outlook 2017 Trends

- The Tools of the Cloud Era Emerge
- Security Gets Worse Before It Gets Better
- Data Teams Bridge the Gap Between IT and Business
- IoT Transforms Physical Environments and Social Convention
- New Faces in the Channel Test Traditional Go-to-Market Approaches
- Mandate Coming to Retool Partner Programs
- An Aging Channel Community Hastens Need to Find New Blood
- Opportunity Spikes in Cloud Management Arena
- Workers Push the Boundaries of ‘Bring Your Own Collaboration’
- The Blended Workforce Takes on New Meaning
- Debate Intensiﬁes Over Technology’s Impact on Employment
- Skills Gap Grows in Scope and Nuance, Forcing Organizations to Rethink Workforce Strategies

### The Global Information Technology Industry: $3.4 Trillion

Estimated 2016 revenue at constant currency – Encompasses hardware, software, services and telecommunications

### Core IT Captures a Higher Proportion of the U.S. Market

Based on 2016 revenue at constant currency

### Key Segments of the Global IT Market

- IT Hardware: Servers, Personal computers, Storage, Smartphones, Tablets, Network equipment, Printers & other peripherals
- IT Services: Planning & Implementation, Support services, Operations management, Training
- Software: Applications, System infrastructure software
- Telecom Services: Fixed voice, Fixed data, Wireless voice, Wireless data

### Key Segments of the U.S. IT Market

- IT Hardware: Servers, Personal computers, Storage, Smartphones, Tablets, Network equipment, Printers & other peripherals
- IT Services: Planning & Implementation, Support services, Operations management, Training
- Software: Applications, System infrastructure software
- Telecom Services: Fixed voice, Fixed data, Wireless voice, Wireless data

### Like Most Industries in the U.S. Economy, the IT Sector is Dominated by Small Businesses

388,000 Estimated Number of IT Industry Establishments in 2016*

- Large IT establishments [*1,000 companies] 500+ employees: 0.3%
- Medium-size IT establishments 100-499 employees: 1.9%
- Small IT establishments 10-99 employees: 15.0%
- Micro-sized IT establishments 1-9 employees: 82.8%
- NET SMB 99.7%

*Micro-sized firms only, meaning those with paid sales. Full-time employees are not included in this count. As of the time this report was prepared, final 2016 data was not yet available.
Establishment and Employment Distribution by Firm Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Micro IT firms</th>
<th>Small IT firms</th>
<th>Medium IT firms</th>
<th>Large IT firms</th>
<th>Overall IT Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT Services</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>30.6%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
<td>33.6%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Mfg.</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td>39.6%</td>
<td>24.3%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Publishing</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecom/Data Services</td>
<td>31.1%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>60.6%</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall IT Industry</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>50.1%</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Routes to Market for IT Products and Services

Sizing the U.S. IT Channel Using the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)

Channel-Oriented Establishments by NAICS

- Large Channel Firms (50+ employees): 186
- Medium Channel Firms (10-49 employees): 1,493
- Small Channel Firms (1-9 employees): 14,783
- Micro Channel Firms (1-9 employees): 120,959
- Est. Total for 2016: 137,421

CompTIA’s IT Industry Business Confidence Index Jumps to New High Heading Into 2017

CompTIA Business Confidence Index Component Ratings
APPENDIX III

CompTIA 2017 IT Industry Consensus Growth Forecast

Global Revenue Growth Forecast

- 2017 Optimistic forecast: 6.2%
- 2017 Midpoint forecast: 4.1%
- 2017 Pessimistic forecast: 1.9%

U.S. Revenue Growth Forecast

- 2017 Optimistic forecast: 6.2%
- 2017 Midpoint forecast: 4.1%
- 2017 Pessimistic forecast: 1.9%

Methodology note: CompTIA utilizes a consensus forecasting methodology, also referred to as a “wisdom of the crowds” approach. IT industry executives in the U.S. are polled to provide their optimistic, midrange and pessimistic forecasts for the year ahead. These inputs provide the basis for the CompTIA forecast. All figures are presented in current dollars, which do not take factors such as inflation or currency exchange rates into consideration.

CompTIA

Large IT Firms Slightly More Bullish on Growth Outlook

IT Industry Revenue Growth Projections by IT Firm Size

IT Industry Revenue Growth Projections by IT Firm Type

Methodology note: All figures are presented in current dollars, which do not take factors such as inflation or currency exchange rates into consideration.

CompTIA

U.S. Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

Note: quarterly GDP reports are subject to revision by the BLS. Q3 2016 real GDP revised data at time of publication.

CompTIA

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)

CompTIA 2017 IT Industry Consensus Growth Forecast: Country Segmentation

2017 IT Industry Revenue Growth Forecasts

Optimistic
Midpoint
Pessimistic

Global
- 6.2%
- 4.1%
- 1.9%

United States
- 6.2%
- 4.1%
- 1.9%

Canada
- 6.1%
- 3.9%
- 1.7%

United Kingdom
- 6.1%
- 4.2%
- 2.2%

Methodology note: All figures are presented in current dollars, which do not take factors such as inflation or currency exchange rates into consideration.

CompTIA

CompTIA IT Industry Consensus Forecast by Category

2017 IT Industry Consensus Forecast by Category

Hardware
- Growth
- 4.3%
Software
- Growth
- 4.0%
Emerging tech
- Growth
- 4.3%

Methodology note: All figures are presented in current dollars, which do not take factors such as inflation or currency exchange rates into consideration.
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Two Distinct Components of the Tech Workforce

IT Industry Employment 5.98 million

IT Occupation Employment 5.25 million

An estimated 5.98 million workers were employed in the U.S. information technology industry in 2016. This includes technical and non-technical positions in employer firms and non-employer firms.

Within the IT industry, there are many IT occupations and IT workers.

An estimated 5.25 million workers were employed in core IT occupations, across the full spectrum of U.S. industry sectors and the government sector in 2016. This figure includes non-employees, such as the self-employed or sole proprietors.

Mapping the IT Jobs Landscape

The top 25 states for IT occupations account for 88% of total IT jobs.

1. California
2. Texas
3. New York
4. Florida
5. Virginia
6. Illinois
7. Pennsylvania
8. Washington
9. New Jersey
10. Massachusetts
11. Ohio
12. Georgia
13. North Carolina
14. Michigan
15. Colorado
16. Missouri
17. Arizona
18. Missouri
19. Wisconsin
20. Oregon
21. Indiana
22. Tennessee
23. Connecticut
24. Utah

Sizing the U.S. IT Workforce

Total Core IT Occupations Employment 5,123,208

Core IT Workers by Industry Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAICS</th>
<th>Industry Sector</th>
<th>Estimated # of IT Workers</th>
<th>% Change vs. 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services</td>
<td>2,045,762</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Business Services</td>
<td>1,047,991</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>840,958</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Finance and Insurance</td>
<td>580,789</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Administrative and Waste Management</td>
<td>394,765</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Management of Companies and Enterprises</td>
<td>367,132</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Educational Services</td>
<td>275,155</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Health Care and Social Assistance</td>
<td>222,874</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Other Services (except Public Administration)</td>
<td>151,528</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Educational Services</td>
<td>122,630</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services</td>
<td>93,075</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Finance and Insurance</td>
<td>86,133</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Management of Companies and Enterprises</td>
<td>83,139</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Educational Services</td>
<td>74,585</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Health Care and Social Assistance</td>
<td>68,988</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Other Services (except Public Administration)</td>
<td>62,709</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Educational Services</td>
<td>59,285</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services</td>
<td>54,724</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Health Care and Social Assistance</td>
<td>53,591</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Other Services (except Public Administration)</td>
<td>50,291</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Annual Number of Core IT Job Postings

Source: CompTIA | EMSI | BLS

Copyright (c) 2017 CompTIA Properties, LLC, All Rights Reserved | CompTIA.org | research@comptia.org
Expectations for 2017 IT Professional Hiring Landscape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>United Kingdom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Significantly more challenging
- Moderately more challenging
- About on par with 2016
- Less challenging

Reasons for Challenging IT Hiring Landscape

- Finding workers with expertise in emerging tech fields
- Finding workers with the right soft skills
- Competing with other tech firms for talent
- Limited pool of available workers in region
- Rising wage/salary expectations
- Rising benefit/perks expectations
- Not enough young people entering IT

Source: CompTIA IT Industry Outlook | n=530 US, Canadian, and UK IT industry executives

Don't know responses not shown

Source: CompTIA IT Industry Outlook | n=530 US, Canadian, and UK IT industry executives
APPENDIX VI: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

How large is the information technology (IT) sector relative to other industry sectors in the U.S. economy?
The IT sector, including telecommunications, is one of the larger industry sectors in the U.S. economy. To put into perspective, the gross output of the technology sector exceeds that of the legal services industry, the automotive industry, the airline industry, the motion picture industry, the hospitality industry, the agriculture industry and the restaurant industry, just to name a few examples (source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis). In comparison, the IT sector is smaller than sectors such as financial services, healthcare, retail and education. On the measure of employment, the IT sector does not crack the top 10 in numerical terms. However, the IT industry has one of the highest median wages of any sector, indicating a heavy concentration of high-value, high-quality jobs.

Why does the IT sector matter? Aren’t all industry sectors in the U.S. economy equally important?
All industry sectors in the U.S. economy provide value on some level, or they do not last very long. Some industry sectors, though, provide value in a way that has a cascading effect, delivering downstream benefits to other businesses and consumers. The technology sector typifies this scenario. Beyond the revenue generated and workers employed, information technology benefits the entire U.S. economy, helping sectors improve productivity, operate more efficiently and innovate faster. Moreover, because of the relatively high median wage of IT workers, they often help anchor local economies. According to EMSI’s economic model, computer system design firms have a jobs multiplier factor of about five, meaning every job at a computer system design firm (the term the BLS uses to describe IT services) helps to directly and indirectly support five other jobs in the economy.

How has IT employment performed relative to other industry sectors and other occupations?
Both IT industry employment and IT occupation employment routinely outperform national employment metrics, as well as growth rates in other sectors or jobs categories. The 2016 year-end unemployment rate for IT occupations stood at roughly half the national rate. On a percent change basis, certain categories of IT jobs are projected to be some of the fastest growing occupations over the next 5-10 years. Beyond the raw numbers, IT sector and IT occupation jobs tend to command salaries that are on average twice the national average. This reflects the high-skill nature of these positions, as well as strong hiring demand. See CompTIA’s Cyberstates report for more details on growth over time and wages.

Is the number of channel partners growing or shrinking?
Industry pundits have been predicting contraction in the channel for some time. While there have certainly been shifts, such as traditional VARs evolving into solution providers or traditional break/fix services firms evolving into MSPs, government data suggest the number of firms that could be classified as channel partners has been relatively stable over the past few years. Even if the Great Recession forced some IT firms to shutdown, new firms have come into existence, leaving the net roughly unchanged. Emerging trends such as cloud and mobility will certainly further challenge segments of the channel universe, which could result in a shake out or consolidation, but so far, that does not appear to be the case. From CompTIA’s annual State of the Channel research study, 6 in 10 channel executives indicated they felt generally optimistic about the future of the U.S. As discussed in the channel sizing section of this report, there are certain limitations to developing a precise size estimate of the channel. With the data available, there does not appear to be evidence of contraction in the U.S. IT channel as defined to encompass solution providers, MSPs, integrators, consultants and other types of firms beyond traditional VARs.

What role does international trade play in the tech sector?
International trade plays a vital role in the U.S. tech sector. U.S. tech companies export more than $312 billion in tech goods and services annually. All 50 states have exporting tech companies, with Texas, California, Florida, and Oregon topping the list. For manufactured tech goods, such as computers or servers, the top destinations for U.S. exports include Mexico, Canada, China, Hong Kong, and Japan. Conversely, the U.S. imports the greater dollar value of tech goods from China, Mexico, Malaysia, Japan, and South Korea. See chart in Appendix or CompTIA’s Tech Trade Snapshot for more details.

What industry sector employs the most IT workers?
Outside of the IT industry itself, which is the largest employer of IT workers, other sectors that hire significant numbers of technical and knowledge workers include: information, finance and insurance, government, manufacturing, and management consultants. See table in Appendix IV for more details.

Which states are home to businesses that employ the most IT workers?
The top five states are: California, Texas, New York, Florida, and Virginia. These figures often correlate to the size of the state’s economy and population, but not always. For example, Massachusetts ranks 14th in population and yet ranks 9th for IT worker employment, primarily due to its Boston-based tech hub.
APPENDIX VII: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Does CompTIA have additional market sizing or trending insights on specific product categories such as cloud, mobility or big data? Yes. The CompTIA research and market intelligence library contains over 100 documents covering a wide range of technology, channel, workforce and business trends. Many of the reports drill down into specifics on the market size, outlook, growth drivers and related.

How large is the Canadian IT industry? How many IT workers are employed in Canada? What about the UK market, or other international markets? See CompTIA’s IT Market Summary for Canada or CompTIA’s IT Market Summary for the UK for these and other details on the Canadian and UK markets. See CompTIA’s International Tech Adoption or Security studies for coverage of markets such as Brazil, India, Japan, China, Mexico, or the UAE.

What other CompTIA resources are available to help me understand some aspect of the industry, IT workforce or Channel? For channel-related education and training, a good place to start is the CompTIA Training Catalog. On the CompTIA website, the Insight & Tools page provides a mechanism for searching through a range of research studies, market intelligence, buying guides and more. For additional state-level insights on the size and shape of the tech industry or tech workforce, see CompTIA Cyberstates report.